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to everybody. It’s a lie that there are some people who have more of a right to strug-
gle than others. In fact, the construction of Cop City is something that concerns 
everybody and the movement has been really clear about inviting participation 
ǗȍǽǶ৹ƲǷΘǽǷǋ৹ΒǞǽ৹ǗǋǋǱȐ৹ǶǽΑǋǇ৹ȗǽ৹ǇǋǗǋǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǗǽȍǋȐȗ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǽ৹ϮǘǞȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǋΗȊƲǷȐǡǽǷ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹
Police Training Center and the Hollywood studios. 
 Some of the other successes have been really broad participation, sustained 
resistance that’s been resilient in the face of heavy attempts by police to control the 
forest, to displace people from the protest encampment and to discourage partici-
pation in this movement. We’ve seen time and time again that when the police act 
to suppress this movement it strengthens and it grows. That is a testament to how 
seriously people take this issue, the willingness and bravery in the face of police 
intimidation and violent tactics like what we saw in the woods this week. There’s 
Ʋ৹ȍǋƲǱǱΘ৹ȐȗȍǽǷǘ৹ȐǋǷȐǋ৹ǽǗ৹ǇǋȗǋȍǶǡǷƲȗǡǽǷ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹ȊƲȍȗǡǁǡȊƲǷȗȐ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ǶǽΑǋǶǋǷȗ৹ȗǽ৹ϮǘǞȗ৹
for what is right. And I think that that is a huge success. I hope it only grows from 
here.

TFSR: So how can listeners be supporting those who caught charges in the 
ΒǡǇǋȍ৹ǶǽΑǋǶǋǷȗ৹ƲǘƲǡǷȐȗ৹�ǽȊ৹�ǡȗΘ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹ϮǱǶ৹ȐȗȚǇǡǽȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǗǽȍǋȐȗह৹
I’ve seen on social media posts that there are ways to support the arrestees 
ॺॺ৹ȐǋǷǇǡǷǘ৹ǀǽǽǯȐळ৹ȐǋǷǇǡǷǘ৹ǱǋȗȗǋȍȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȐȚǁǞळ৹ƲǷǇ৹/ঌǱǱ৹ǇǋϮǷǡȗǋǱΘ৹ȊǽȐȗ৹ȐǽǶǋ৹ǽǗ৹
that to show notes -- what are some good news sources to keep up with, in 
your estimation?

S: You can support the movement by following what’s happening, there are a few 
ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ȊǱƲȗǗǽȍǶȐ৹ȗǽ৹ǗǽǱǱǽΒल৹bǞǋȍǋঌȐ৹Β�ǋǗǋǷǇ�ȗǱƲǷȗƲ$ǽȍǋȐȗ৹ǽǷ৹/ǷȐȗƲǘȍƲǶळ৹bǋǱǋ-
gram, Twitter, it has a website. There’s StopCopCity also on Instagram and Twit-
ter. Community Movement Builders, a local organization in Atlanta that’s heavi-
ly involved in the movement, they have their own information. The Stop Reeves 
Young campaign, or the SRY campaign, has information about those who are in-
volved in the construction of Cop City and contracted by the Atlanta Police Foun-
dation. So there’s information on all of those. 
 The Atlanta Solidarity Fund is providing information about the arrests, 
ƲǷǇ৹ϮǷƲǷǁǡƲǱ৹ȐȚȊȊǽȍȗ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ȗǞǋ৹ƲȍȍǋȐȗǋǋȐ৹ǁƲǷ৹ǘǽ৹ȗǽ৹ȗǞǋ৹�ȗǱƲǷȗƲ৹[ǽǱǡǇƲȍǡȗΘ৹$ȚǷǇळ৹ΒǞǡǁǞ৹
is a politically oriented bail fund and legal support fund here in Atlanta. They’re 
amazing, they do really good work. You can also support by raising awareness about 
this issue, about the arrests and repression of environmental activists in Atlanta in 
your own context, having an info night, organizing a letter writing. There are pros-
ecutors and district attorneys, the Georgia Attorney General who have purview 
over this case, and I’m sure would hear from people who take issue with the broad 
application of domestic terrorism go apply to these activists.
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The Final Straw Radio: Would you please introduce yourself for the listen-
ǡǷǘ৹ƲȚǇǡǋǷǁǋ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹ƲǷΘ৹ǷƲǶǋळ৹ƲϨǱǡƲȗǡǽǷȐळ৹ȊȍǋǗǋȍȍǋǇ৹ȊȍǽǷǽȚǷȐळ৹ ǱǽǁƲȗǡǽǷ৹ǽȍ৹
other information that makes sense for this interview?

Sarah: Hey, everyone, I’m Sarah. I am a resident of South Atlanta. I’m involved in 
the movement to Defend the Forest and to stop the construction of Cop City for 
about a year now. And I’m involved with the Atlanta Anti Repression Committee 
organizing in support of people facing political charges.

TFSR: So we’re talking about the recent police violence that occurred in the 
Weelaunee forest, aka Atlanta, in the state of Georgia. First step, can you 
ǀȍǡǋϱΘ৹ȍǋǶǡǷǇ৹ ǱǡȐȗǋǷǋȍȐ৹ƲǀǽȚȗ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ǶǽΑǋǶǋǷȗ৹ ȗǞƲȗঌȐ৹ǀǋǋǷ৹ǁǽƲǱǋȐǁǡǷǘ৹ ȗǞǋȍǋ৹
for over the last year or more?

S: Yeah, absolutely. So since May of 2021, there has been activity organizing in a sec-
tion of the South River Forest in South Atlanta, or southwest DeKalb County, that 
is threatened by two projects: Cop City, which is the construction of a massive new 
training center for the Atlanta police being built by the Atlanta Police Foundation; 
as well as an expansion of Blackhall Studios, which they’ve renamed to Shadowbox 
Studios. It’s involved a dubious, possibly illegal, land swap between the county and 
private owner of Blackhall Studios, Ryan Millsap. And these projects are on adja-
cent plots of land and they’re threatening a huge, much beloved section of urban 
forests, including the public DeKalb county park, Intrenchment Creek Park. 
 For the last year, since October or November of 2021 there’s been an on-
going series of encampments in the woods in order to prevent the construction of 
these facilities -- and for people who care about the the forest and have a desire to 
stop these projects -- to coalesce in the space, to gather there. Many people have 
come to live in those woods in an ongoing series of protest camps. 
 Those encampments have included tree sits, which have been a conten-
tious ongoing aspect of the protests for almost a full year, actually, since January of 
this year 2022. But the physical encampment and obstruction in the woods is just 
one element of a much broader movement that has involved a wide range of people. 
bǞǋȍǋঌȐ৹ǱǽȗȐ৹ǽǗ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ǽȍǘƲǷǡΝǡǷǘ৹ǋϥǽȍȗȐल৹bǞǋȍǋঌȐ৹ȍǋƲǱǱΘ৹ȐǋǋǷ৹ȗǽ৹ǀǋ৹ȐǽǶǋȗǞǡǷǘ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹
has mobilized and galvanize people from all across the city, and especially from the 
area. People who live in the area around this forest and who have been involved for 
ǶƲǷΘ৹ΘǋƲȍȐ৹ ǡǷ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ϮǘǞȗ৹ Ǘǽȍ৹/ǷȗȍǋǷǁǞǶǋǷȗ৹�ȍǋǋǯ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹[ǽȚȗǞ৹XǡΑǋȍळ৹ΒǞǡǁǞ৹Ʋȍǋ৹
both heavily polluted.

TFSR: So news sources are saying that six people were arrested and are be-
ing charged with Domestic Terrorism. To your understanding, can you talk 
about what happened?

S: Yes. So on Tuesday, December 13, there was a large multi agency police oper-
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Going Down was was banned from Twitter and their account was taken down. 
�ǷǇ৹ȗǞǋǷ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ǡȐ৹৹ȗǞǋ৹ȐƲǶǋ৹ȊǋȍǡǽǇ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǡǶǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹bΒǡȗȗǋȍ৹ǡȐ৹ǀƲǷǷǡǷǘ৹ƲǱǱ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋȐǋ৹Ǉǡϥǋȍ-
ǋǷȗ৹ǬǽȚȍǷƲǱǡȐȗȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ȍǋȊǽȍȗ৹ǽǷ৹ȗǋǁǞǷǽǱǽǘΘळ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ȍǋȊǽȍȗ৹ǽǷ৹ϮǷƲǷǁǡƲǱ৹ǡǷȗǋȍǋȐȗȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǞǽΒ৹
ǇǋǁǡȐǡǽǷȐ৹ǘǋȗ৹ǶƲǇǋल৹/ȗঌȐ৹ǇǋϮǷǡȗǋǱΘ৹ǽǗ৹ǁǽǷǁǋȍǷ৹ȗǽ৹ȚȐ৹ƲȐ৹ΒǋǱǱळ৹ƲǀǽȚȗ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹ȗΘȊǋ৹ǽǗ৹ƲȗȗǋǷ-
tion this might bring towards political activists and platforms for media, similar to 
It’s Going Down.
 In addition to that there is a whole aspect of this movement which is posi-
ȗǡǽǷǡǷǘ৹ǡȗȐǋǱǗ৹ƲǘƲǡǷȐȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ΒǽȍǱǇ৹ǽϥǋȍǋǇ৹ȗǽ৹ȚȐ৹ǀΘ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȗǋǁǞ৹ǘǡƲǷȗȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǀΘ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǡǷȗǋȍǋȐȗȐ৹
ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǀǡǱǱǡǽǷƲǡȍǋȐल৹bǞǋȍǋ৹ǡȐ৹ƲǱȐǽ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ȊƲȍȗ৹ǽǗ৹ǡȗल৹bǞǋ৹ϮǘǞȗ৹ǞƲȐ৹ǀǋǋǷ৹ǱƲȍǘǋǱΘ৹ƲǀǽȚȗ৹ǁǽȊ৹
city, but just also massively people mobilizing against the interests of Hollywood, in 
gentrifying and displacing people in Atlanta in the same way that giant tech com-
panies have done in other major cities, especially in majority-Black cities across the 
country.
 Beyond the displacement of people from their physical homes, from their 
neighborhoods, from patches of a forest and parkland, in cities across the country, 
we also have an aspect of the struggle which says, “We reject the life of the virtual 
ȍǋƲǱǡȗΘ৹ǽǗ৹ǬȚȐȗळ৹Ǳǡǯǋळ৹ঋCǋȗϱǡΗ৹ƲǷǇ৹ΝǽǷǋ৹ǽȚȗঌ৹ȗǞƲȗঌȐ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹ǱǡǗǋ৹ǡȐ৹ǁǽǷϮǷǋǇ৹ȗǽঊल৹�ǷǇ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹
ǡȐ৹ƲǱǱ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǡȐ৹ǽϥǋȍǋǇ৹ȗǽ৹ǶƲǷΘ৹ȊǋǽȊǱǋ৹ǡǷ৹ǋΗǁǞƲǷǘǋ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ȐǋǱǱǡǷǘ৹ƲǱǱ৹ǽǗ৹ΘǽȚȍ৹ǱǡǗǋळ৹ΘǽȚȍ৹ȗǡǶǋळ৹
your data, your labor, and in an economy where this is enforced by a racist policing 
apparatus. 
৹ [ǽळ৹ ȗǞƲȗঌȐ৹ Ʋ৹ ǯǡǷǇ৹ ǽǗ৹ ǡǷȗǋȍǋȐȗǡǷǘ৹ ǁǽǷΑǋȍǘǋǷǁǋ৹ ǽǗ৹ ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ ƲȐȊǋǁȗȐ৹ ǽǗ৹ ȗǞǋ৹
ȐȗȍȚǘǘǱǋल৹/৹ȗǞǡǷǯळ৹ȗǞǋȍǋ৹Ʋȍǋ৹Ȑǽ৹ǶƲǷΘ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ȗǞǡǷǘȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ȐȊǽǯǋǷ৹ȗǽ৹ȊǋǽȊǱǋ৹ƲǷǇ৹
we’re seeing this overreach by the police investigations, really, likely at the request 
ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋǡȍ৹ǗȚǷǇǋȍȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹ƲǁȗǽȍȐ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȊȍǽǬǋǁȗळ৹ǡȐ৹ǀƲǁǯϮȍǡǷǘ৹ǽȍ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ȍǋƲǱǱΘ৹ϮȍǋǇ৹ȚȊ৹ƲǀǽȚȗल

TFSR: This movement has grown pretty wide and gotten a lot of coverage 
inspiring resistance in other places, like I mentioned. And I’ve heard that 
some of the investors have backed out of the project. You mentioned that 
the police are going hard now because it seems like they’ve been embar-
rassed by the movement’s success. Can you talk a little bit about the success 
of the movement to defend the forest?

S: Yeah, so I think that this movement has drawn out the lines that connect the 
issues that many are deeply familiar with. Between ecological struggles, anti rac-
ist struggles and abolitionist struggles, struggles against the police, and also against 
ǇǡȐȊǱƲǁǋǶǋǷȗ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǘǋǷȗȍǡϮǁƲȗǡǽǷल৹HǷǋ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȐȚǁǁǋȐȐǋȐ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȐȗȍȚǘǘǱǋ৹ȗǽ৹ǇǋǗǋǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹
ǗǽȍǋȐȗ৹ǞƲȐ৹ǀǋǋǷ৹ƲȍȗǡǁȚǱƲȗǡǷǘ৹ǞǽΒ৹ƲǱǱ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǽȐǋ৹ȗǞǡǷǘȐ৹Ϯȗ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǽǘǋȗǞǋȍळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ƲǱȐǽ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹
drawing on a really broad understanding of what the movement can be, and all the 
ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ȊǋǽȊǱǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹Ʋ৹ȐȗƲǯǋ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ϮǘǞȗल৹bǽ৹ȊȚȐǞ৹ǀƲǁǯ৹ǽǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǷƲȍȍƲȗǡΑǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹Βǋ৹
see used for counterinsurgency purposes, time and time again, that says, “the only 
ȊǋǽȊǱǋ৹ΒǞǽ৹ǁƲǷ৹ϮǘǞȗ৹ǡǷ৹ȊȍǽȗǋȐȗळ৹ǡǷ৹Ʋ৹ȐȗȍȚǘǘǱǋ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ǷƲȍȍǽΒǡǷǘ৹Ȑǋȗ৹ǽǗ৹ȊǋǽȊǱǋঊल৹/ȗ৹
ȊȍǽǶǽȗǋȐ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǗƲǱȐǋ৹ǡǇǋƲ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ȗǞǋȍǋ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ȗǞǋ৹উȍǡǘǞȗঊ৹ƲǁȗǽȍȐ৹ȗǽ৹ϮǘǞȗ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ǡȐȐȚǋȐ৹ǽǗ৹ǬȚȐȗǡǁǋल৹
 In fact, issues of justice and injustice are of consequence and importance 
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S: We’ve seen a pretty interesting media response so far. There has been an increas-
ing local news narrative that’s been building, kind of supporting a lot of the para-
noid ideas of the police, about the movement, and that certainly is now being taken 
to a really high level. There’s these really nasty stories coming out on the Daily 
BƲǡǱ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǽȗǞǋȍ৹ȐǋǷȐƲȗǡǽǷƲǱǡΝǋǇ৹ǶǋǇǡƲल৹BǋǇǡƲ৹ǞƲȐ৹ǀǋǋǷ৹Ʋ৹ǀǡǘ৹ȊǽǡǷȗ৹ǽǗ৹ǁǽǷϱǡǁȗ৹ǡǷ৹
this campaign, the local outlet in Atlanta, our major newspaper the Atlanta Jour-
nal Constitution, is Owned by Cox Media, which are one of the major funders of 
the Atlanta Police Foundation and of the [Cop City] project. And so, actually the 
CEO or the head of Cox Media sits on the board of the Atlanta Police Foundation.
 So it’s a really serious, tight interest, and only through many months of 
ȊȍǋȐȐȚȍǋ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹�ȗǱƲǷȗƲ৹ȍǋȐǡǇǋǷȗȐ৹ǞƲȐ৹ȗǞǋ৹�ȗǱƲǷȗƲ৹:ǽȚȍǷƲǱ৹�ǽǷȐȗǡȗȚȗǡǽǷ৹ϮǷƲǱǱΘ৹ǀǋǋǷ৹
ǽȊǋǷ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȐȗƲȗǡǷǘ৹ȗǞǋǡȍ৹ƲϨǱǡƲȗǡǽǷ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹ȗǞǋ৹�ȗǱƲǷȗƲ৹UǽǱǡǁǋ৹$ǽȚǷǇƲȗǡǽǷ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷ-
tradictory interests in the project. And the Atlanta Journal Constitution has been 
calling for more serious legal action against the protesters for months, and helping 
to generate this media consensus among local news that really over represents cer-
tain aspects of the struggle and attempts to divide people in a way that the move-
ment has refused to allow it. Characterizing the movement as violent, as extremists, 
as all outside agitators, all of these tired narratives are things that the AJC has been 
part of helping produce. 
 This is because they’re interested in also pushing the massive narrative 
we’re seeing nationally around “the crime wave” and fear mongering around police 
ȍǋȐǽȚȍǁǋȐल৹bǞǋΘ৹ǁƲǱǱ৹ǡȗळ৹ΘǽȚ৹ǯǷǽΒळ৹উϮȍȐȗ৹ȍǋȐȊǽǷǇǋȍ৹ȍǋȐǽȚȍǁǋȐঊ৹ƲǷǇ৹উƲ৹ǁȍƲǁǯǇǽΒǷ৹ǽǷ৹
crime”. This is part of the local media ecology, but in response to this repression, 
as I mentioned earlier, the AJC just put out an article questioning the legitimacy 
of the application of domestic terrorism in this instance. Also, we’re just seeing 
this type of coverage coming out from a lot of new sources. There’s been a really 
ǶƲȐȐǡΑǋ৹ǡǷϱȚΗ৹ǽǗ৹ǡǷȗǋȍǋȐȗȐळ৹�Ǳ৹:ƲΝǋǋȍƲळ৹ǽȍ৹�:ਭळ৹।ΒǞǽ॥৹ǬȚȐȗ৹ȊȚȗ৹ǽȚȗ৹Ʋ৹ȍǋƲǱǱΘ৹ǘǽǽǇ৹ΑǡǇǋǽ৹
where they explore some of the local political dynamics. On social media there’s 
been a huge outpouring of support for the struggle. It’s been really beautiful to see 
a lot of outrage on behalf of the arrestees, and people really being galvanized by this 
level of undue repression. The tree sitters, who have been a really massive symbol, 
and really an inspiration to so much of the movement and to its supporters, being 
attacked by the police is really outraging people. It seems like that’s translating into 
a lot of support. 
 But on the other hand, we’ve also seen on Twitter which is really having 
this whole moment with Elon Musk, dictatorial  banning of people who are talking 
shit about him on Twitter, and his collusion with the right wing, with Andy Ngo, 
namely. We saw Andy Ngo -- who’s occasionally tried to drum up some animosity 
towards this movement on Twitter, directing information about it to Elon Musk. 
And actually this happened on Wednesday or Thursday of this past week and then, 
just a few hours later, It’s Going Down -- which has been one of the platforms 
that’s shared a lot of information about the movement, and published articles that 
people have written and perspectives on the struggle for many months now -- It’s 
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ation in the area surrounding the occupied section of forest. And so this is com-
monly called the Weelaunee forest, or also the South River Forest. Weelaunee is the 
Muskogee name for the South River, it means brown, green, yellow waters. And so 
this past Tuesday, and then again, on Wednesday, there was a large scale police oper-
ation. This involved the Atlanta police, the DeKalb county police, the Department 
of Homeland Security, who are actually building a department within the Atlanta 
police. They’re horizontally integrated with APD. It also involved Atlanta SWAT 
teams, and the Georgia Bureau of Investigations. And those are just some of the 
agencies that we know are involved in this operation. 
 And so this is one in a series of raids. This is the most recent in what has 
ǀǋǋǷ৹Ʋ৹ǱǽǷǘ৹Ʋȍǁ৹ǽǗ৹ȊǽǱǡǁǋ৹ǋϥǽȍȗȐ৹ȗǽ৹ǁǽǷȗȍǽǱ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǗǽȍǋȐȗ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǽ৹ǁƲȊȗȚȍǋ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǁǞƲȍǘǋ৹Ʋǁ-
ȗǡΑǡȐȗȐल৹bǞǋ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷǁǋ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ȍƲǡǇ৹ǡȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȊǽǱǡǁǋ৹ǁƲǶǋ৹ȊȍǋȊƲȍǋǇ৹ȗǽ৹ǋΗȗȍƲǁȗ৹ȊǋǽȊǱǋ৹
from tree sits. Like I said, there have been tree sits ongoing for many months now, 
ȐǡǷǁǋ৹:ƲǷȚƲȍΘळ৹ǡǷ৹ȐǋΑǋȍƲǱ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ȊƲȍȗȐ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǗǽȍǋȐȗल৹�ǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȊǋǽȊǱǋ৹ΒǞǽ৹Βǋȍǋ৹ǽǁ-
ǁȚȊΘǡǷǘ৹ȗǞǽȐǋ৹ȗȍǋǋȐ৹Βǋȍǋ৹ȐȚȍȍǽȚǷǇǋǇ৹ǽǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǘȍǽȚǷǇ৹ǀΘ৹�ȗǱƲǷȗƲ৹ȊǽǱǡǁǋ৹ǽϨǁǋȍȐळ৹ƲǷǇ৹
ȗǞǋǷ৹ǋȐȐǋǷȗǡƲǱǱΘ৹ȗǞȍǋƲȗǋǷǋǇल৹bǞǡȐ৹ǡȐ৹Ƿǽȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ϮȍȐȗ৹ȗǡǶǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ǞƲȊȊǋǷǋǇल৹�ǁȗȚƲǱǱΘळ৹
I can go into more detail about that later about the history of violent threats of the 
Atlanta police against people who are occupying tree sets. 
 But these tree sits are makeshift shelters that are constructed within the 
trees and people live in them in order to prevent ongoing construction. The cops 
surrounded them on the ground, threatened them, asking them to come out vol-
untarily and then pretty immediately began shooting pepper balls and tear gas can-
ǡȐȗǋȍȐ৹Ʋȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȗȍǋǋǞǽȚȐǋ৹ǽǁǁȚȊƲȗǡǽǷल৹[ǽळ৹ȊǋǽȊǱǋ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ǡǷ৹ȐǶƲǱǱ৹ǁǽǷϮǷǋǇ৹ȐȊƲǁǋȐळ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹Ʋȍǋ৹
ǞƲΑǡǷǘ৹ȗǋƲȍ৹ǘƲȐ৹ȐǞǽȗ৹ǡǷȗǽ৹ȗǞǽȐǋ৹ǁǽǷϮǷǋǇ৹ȐȊƲǁǋȐळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋǷ৹ƲǱȐǽल৹BΘ৹ȚǷǇǋȍȐȗƲǷǇǡǷǘ৹ǡȐ৹
that there were just hours of pepper balls, these crowd control weapons being used 
on the people in these tree houses, who were eventually extracted after several hours 
of this and were arrested. So we know that there were arborists that were working 
with the Atlanta Police Foundation. This is historically how tree sits are disrupted 
ƲǷǇ৹ȊǋǽȊǱǋ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ǋΗȗȍƲǁȗǋǇ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹ȗǞǋǶल৹bǞǋ৹ȍǋȐȚǱȗ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ǡȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ȗǞǋȍǋ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ǀǋǋǷ৹ϮΑǋ৹
people who were tree sitters who have been charged with, well a litany of charges, 
but the most notable being domestic terrorism. We’re seeing that the big accom-
plishment for the police is to bring forward this charge of domestic terrorism.

TFSR: Yeah. Could you talk about the charges of domestic terrorism? Jour-
nalist Will Potter, author of Green Is the New Red, pointed out on Twitter 
that they’re being accused of throwing stones at police and building make-
shift treehouses, like I mentioned. It seems a bit of an escalation to charge 
them with terrorism for these activities. What do you think is going on 
here? And could you reiterate what agencies do you think are involved in 
the policing of the space? 
 It feels like a new generation of anti infrastructure occupations 
on Turtle Island since No DAPL, and I’m thinking particularly also about 
�ƲǶȊ৹%ȍƲΘǱǡǷǘळ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ǡȐ৹ƲǷ৹ǋϥǽȍȗ৹ȗǽ৹ǁƲȚȐǋ৹Ʋ৹ǁǞǡǱǱǡǷǘ৹ǋϥǋǁȗल
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S: Yeah, so we understand that six people have been charged with domestic terror-
ism, all of whom were arrested in the site of the proposed construction site for Cop 
City, as well as for the Shadowbox Studios expansion. And so they’re charged under 
Ʋ৹ȐȊǋǁǡϮǁ৹ǀǡǱǱळ৹ΒǞǡǁǞ৹ΒƲȐ৹ȊƲȐȐǋǇ৹ǡǷ৹৹ǡǷ৹%ǋǽȍǘǡƲळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǡȐ৹,ǽȚȐǋ৹XǋȐǽǱȚȗǡǽǷ৹
452. And there’s some good articles that are coming out exploring this. It’s really 
ǷǽȗƲǀǱǋ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ǡȐ৹ȗǞǋ৹ϮȍȐȗ৹ȗǡǶǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ȊȍǽȗǋȐȗǋȍȐ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ǋΑǋȍ৹ǀǋǋǷ৹ǁǞƲȍǘǋǇ৹ȚȐǡǷǘ৹
this law. It’s a new use of a pretty new law and yeah, you accurately indicate that 
they have been accused of things that are sort of like minor crimes, many of them. 
Our understanding is they were arrested after being extracted from tree houses, like 
sitting in the tree houses, which is a historic tactic of the nonviolent direct action, 
strain of the environmental movement. 
 They were arrested, extracted outside of these tree houses and now are 
being charged with domestic terrorism along with a slate of other other charges. 
These are mostly blanket charges, it seems like they were all hit with pretty much 
ȗǞǋ৹ȐƲǶǋ৹ȗǞǡǷǘल৹bǞǋȍǋঌȐ৹Ʋ৹ǗǋΒ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷǁǋȐ৹ǀǋȗΒǋǋǷ৹ȗǞǋǶल৹�Țȗ৹ǡȗ৹ǇǽǋȐ৹ȍǋƲǱǱΘ৹ȐǋǋǶ৹Ǳǡǯǋ৹
ȗǞǡȐ৹ǡȐ৹ƲǷ৹ǋϥǽȍȗ৹Ʋȗ৹Ʋ৹ȐǁƲȍǋ৹ȗƲǁȗǡǁ৹ȗǽ৹ǡǶȊǱǋǶǋǷȗ৹Ʋ৹ǁǞǡǱǱǡǷǘ৹ǋϥǋǁȗ৹ƲǁȍǽȐȐ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǶǽΑǋǶǋǷȗ৹
to say, “if you are an activist attempting to block or stop construction of a facility to 
ϮǘǞȗ৹Ǘǽȍ৹Ʋ৹Ƕǽȍǋ৹ǱǡΑƲǀǱǋ৹ΒǽȍǱǇळ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ΘǽȚঌȍǋ৹Ʋȗ৹ȍǡȐǯ৹ǽǗ৹ǀǋǡǷǘ৹ǁǞƲȍƲǁȗǋȍǡΝǋǇ৹ƲȐ৹ƲǷ৹উǋǷǋǶΘ৹
of America”, of the United States”. 
 What else is notable is that this law was actually voted on by the Georgia 
legislature in response to Dylan Roof’s, murderous shooting spree at the Emanuel 
African Methodist Episcopal Church in Charleston, South Carolina. So, following 
this hate crime where a number of Black people were killed by a white supremacist 
who took violent, deadly action, there is the use of this law now instead to target 
ƲǷȗǡॺȍƲǁǡȐȗ৹ȊȍǽȗǋȐȗǋȍȐ৹ΒǞǽ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ϮǘǞȗǡǷǘ৹ƲǘƲǡǷȐȗ৹ƲǷ৹ǋΗȊƲǷȐǡǽǷ৹ǽǗ৹ǁƲȍǁǋȍƲǱ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȊǽǱǡǁǋ৹
facilities. That’s something notable about this law. It does seem -- and I think that 
there’s like a lot of the initial legal opinions, there’s an article in the Atlanta Journal 
Constitution quoting the ACLU -- to indicate that this is a really broad and over-
reaching use of the law. Not only is the law possibly unconstitutional, this use of it 
as well, seems really blatantly illegal, according to the other laws locally. 
৹ �Țȗ৹ ȗǞǡȐ৹ ǡȐǷঌȗ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ϮȍȐȗ৹ ȗǡǶǋ৹ ȗǞƲȗ৹ ȗǋȍȍǽȍǡȐǶ৹ǞƲȐ৹ ǁǽǶǋ৹ȚȊ৹ ǡǷ৹ ǋǷΑǡȍǽǷǶǋǷ-
tal struggles, in political struggles. There’s all of these instances coming out of the 
Green Scare, and also recent ecological struggles of the use of anti-terrorism laws, 
the designation of domestic terrorists and the use of the terrorism enhancement. 
And so we have the RNC 8, and the NATO 3, both of whom were charged and 
the terrorism enhancement was applied to their cases, but ultimately didn’t stick. 
There’s people like Daniel McGowan in the early 2000’s and then more recently 
Jessica Reznicek, the valve turner, who took action against the Dakota Access Pipe-
line, who was recently convicted with a terrorism enhancement for interfering with 
critical infrastructure.
 But this comes also in the context of a wave of struggles, as well as a push 
from the center, the federal government, against what they see as domestic terror-
ism in the January 6 attempted insurrection at the US Capitol.
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 What else is is notable here is that it doesn’t appear -- we know that there are 
ongoing investigations happening around the forest struggle, as I said earlier, this is 
Ʋ৹ȍǋƲǱǱΘ৹ǀȍǽƲǇ৹ȐȗȍȚǘǘǱǋळ৹ȗǞǋȍǋঌȐ৹Ȑǽ৹ǶƲǷΘ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ȊƲȍȗȐ৹ǽǗ৹ǡȗळ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ǀǋǋǷ৹ǡǷΑǽǱΑǋǇ৹
ǡǷ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ǘȍǽȚȊȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ǀǋǋǷ৹ǽȍǘƲǷǡΝǡǷǘ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗƲǯǡǷǘ৹ƲǁȗǡǽǷ৹ȗǽ৹ȊȍǋȐȐȚȍǋ৹ȊǋǽȊǱǋ৹
to stop this project, as well as organizing and camping out in the forest itself… But 
it’s not like there was an investigation and then some people were targeted and then 
had charges brought against them that would make sense for something as high 
level and as serious as domestic terrorism. Instead, it really seems like there’s a polit-
ical motivation, or a narrative motivation, and the authorities are acting with some 
ǇǋȐȊǋȍƲȗǡǽǷ৹ȗǽ৹ǁȚȗ৹ǽϥ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹ǡȐ৹Ʋ৹ȍǋƲǱǱΘ৹ȍǽǀȚȐȗ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȐȚǁǁǋȐȐǗȚǱ৹ȊȍǽȗǋȐȗ৹ǶǽΑǋǶǋǷȗल৹�Ȑ৹
ǽǗ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ǶǽǷȗǞ৹ǡȗঌȐ৹ǀǋǋǷ৹ǽǷǋ৹ΘǋƲȍ৹ȐǡǷǁǋ৹ȗǞǋΘ৹ϮȍȐȗ৹ǋΑǡǁȗǋǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǡǷǡȗǡƲǱ৹ǽǁǁȚȊƲȗǡǽǷ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹
forest. And people have been resilient to a number of raids, to police intimidation 
tactics, to investigations, arrests, etc because there’s a lot of determination in this 
ϮǘǞȗल
 And so, what they’ve done is just come into the woods, conduct a raid with 
a massive use of resources, really just disrupt life in South Atlanta here and then 
just arrest whoever that they captured with blanket charges and the people who 
they captured were tree sitters. We’re seeing them use a lot of old tactics from the 
repressive playbook. There’s the statement of really high serious political charges in 
the bonds hearing, that initial denial of bond, an attempt to redirect resources and 
attention away from the movement, away from the enemy and towards the focus of 
ȐǡǶȊǱΘ৹ƲǷȗǡॺȍǋȊȍǋȐȐǡǽǷ৹ǋϥǽȍȗȐळ৹ǘǋȗȗǡǷǘ৹ȊǋǽȊǱǋ৹Ǘȍǋǋल৹�ǷǇ৹ǽǀΑǡǽȚȐǱΘ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǡȐ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȊȍǡǽȍǡȗΘ৹
and desire of the broad movement at the time. 
 Luckily, this is a national movement. There’s been actions and information 
nights and awareness spreading all over the country. The activism on this issue has 
really been something that people have participated in from all across the country, 
because it is evident to people who live everywhere what the stakes are of the expan-
ȐǡǽǷ৹ǽǗ৹ȊǽǱǡǁǋ৹ ȍǋȐǽȚȍǁǋȐळ৹ȊǽǱǡǁǋ৹ƲȚȗǞǽȍǡȗΘळ৹ ǗǽǱǱǽΒǡǷǘ৹ǶƲȐȐ৹ǶǽΑǋǶǋǷȗȐळ৹ ȗǽ৹ǁǽǷϮǷǋ৹
the role and the murders capabilities of the police. What we’ve seen is just increased 
investment in the police and this is something that is obviously widely widely un-
popular. Though we believe that prosecutors and the police agencies, including the 
Georgia Bureau of Investigations, Atlanta Police Foundation, the Atlanta police 
department, are attempting to spread fear, just aggregate the movement, to punish 
people who have taken part in this. 
 Which is something that we’ve seen repeatedly, is just arrest and imprison-
ment on charges that will have no basis sticking in court. It’s been something that 
the cops have been attempting with this movement over and over again. And this 
seems to be more of the same, but just on a much higher level. And so it seems like a 
real overreach to apply domestic terrorism to a local defense of a public park really.

TFSR: Meanwhile, how are you seeing the media and social media engaging 
with what’s happening in the Weelaunee forest in Atlanta, and the rising 
state repression?


